
Quality and distinction for your bread products

Your bread is unlike other bread. It has its own distinct signature, its own distinct colour, its own 

 distinct flavour. For a century and a half, Royal Buisman has been providing the caramelised sugars 

that give your bread just that extra special touch -cost effectively. Adding our signature to yours.



That little bit extra 
Caramelised sugars, provided by Royal Buisman 

in convenient powderised and liquid form, 

deliver the final touch for artisanal off-whites, 

rustic darks, multiseed specialties and fruit-nut 

varieties with equal ease. Guaranteed free of 

e-numbers, our caramels contribute to a multi-

tude of flavour profiles and signature needs, 

replacing more expensive malt extracts.   

The secret: caramelised sugars
Better flavour.

Warmer colour tones.

Natural appearance and glaze.

No gluten, no acrylamide.

And so, cleaner labels.

Achieve considerable cost savings by (partly) 

replacing your malt extract.

All this with easy integration into your manufac-

turing processes.

Royal Buisman offer two options to 
achieve all this, and more
•   Natural Caramelised Sugars. These  intensify 

crumb colour, enrich natural mild flavours 

and add sweet or bitter roast tones to your 

signature products. The result: a more distinc-

tive character.

•   Traditional Caramelised Sugars. These are 

used to strengthen the rustic character and 

aromatic mocha nature of bread pro ducts by 

focussing on nutty tones.

Both natural and traditional caramelised sugars 

are 100% pure powder, requiring low dosages 

-which means high cost effectivity.

Adding our signature to yours
Like you, we are committed to sustain-

ability and transparency in achieving the 

best possible product quality.

Like you, we believe in teamwork, in co- 

makership, in trust.

Like you, we are dedicated to responsible 

 innovation in the food chain and to 

integ rity in business practices. 

Like you, we enjoy adding our signature 

to the world of tomorrow. Because 

 signature is future. 
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